2012 AWARD WINNERS

CAS Outstanding Students:
Samuel Beck – Physics
Elizabeth Cherry – Electrical Engineering
Lisa Eash – Theatre
Danielle Geoghegan – Health Sciences
Allison Gilliard – Music Performance
Shana Gilman – Political Science, Pre-Law
Ashley Goethe – History
Brandon Hicks – Art
Stephanie Jarrait – International Studies
Gary James – Computer Science
Carter Johnson – Philosophy
Rachel Johnson – English/Writing
Aphrodite Kocieda – Interdisciplinary Humanities/Women’s Studies
Shane Kuhlman – Psychology
Karolina Manecka – Biology
Angela Matusik – Maritime Studies
Cora Merritt – Public Relations
Anton Parker – Information Technology
Zena Pirnot – Graphic Design
Petra Pratt – Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Shauna Ralston – Nursing
Luis Ramirez – Pre-Pharmacy
Courtney Richards-Environmental Studies
Renee Robinson – Anthropology
Cholena Russo – Chemistry
Hannah Schrubbe – Marine Biology
Daniel Tuller – Computer Engineering
Aletheia Zambesi – Mathematics
Richard Zion – Oceanography

Lower Division:
Kyle Harwell – Psychology

Honors Program:
David Tatem - History

COB Outstanding Students
Kalee Burns- Economics
Brian Chisholm-General Business
Kaitlin Collier-Professional Accountancy
Anna Covington-Management
Ming-Hui Kuo-Management Information Systems
Anthony Manzi-Finance
Carolyn Palmer- Marketing/Comprehensive Marketing

COPS Outstanding Students
Teresa Barham – Middle School English/Science Education
Kasey Brock – Sport Management
Ryan Classen – Building Construction
Katharine Cowen – Elementary Special Education/Reading
Michael Gilbert – Legal Studies
Ennio Giusti, II – Criminal Justice
Kimberly Harris – Community Health Education
Cynthia Hinsch – Networking & Telecommunications
Ryan Keeler– Engineering Technology
Kaylea Layman – Physical Education
Steven Lopez – Social Work
Victoria McPartland – Exercise Science
Anna-Milena Szemik – Hospitality, Recreation & Resort Management
Kristina Thompson – Elementary Education/Reading/ESOL
Jason Wamsley – Athletic Training

Outstanding Scholar Athletes
Jacqueline March – Women’s Tennis – Management
Steven Hermosa – Men’s Soccer – Economics

Outstanding Master Thesis
Abidemi Ajidahun
Christine Mavrick
Erika Smith
Honorable mention
Wayne Abrahamson
Robert Randolph

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities & Colleges
Joshua Adams
Larry Adams
Jeanette Agagas
Emily Alley
Wladimir Alves
Lucy Ambriz
Thomas Anderson
Brittney Bailey
John Baradell
Linda Barnhart
Anna Bauer
Bret Beaufexaus
Celena Bedosky
Kevin Bender
Caroline Bergan
Sarah Billingsley
Ceslie Blass
Sarah Blei
Jeffrey Boone
Elizabeth Bourgeois
Jordan Branch
Sheryl Bray
Katherine Brewer
Lauren Broeking
Keshia Brown
Melanie Bryant
Jennifer Bundy
Brittany Carr
Ellen Caswell
Cynthia Catellier
Lisa Chamberlin
Elizabeth Cherry
Ashley Christensen
Kaitlin Collier
Camille Colon
Michael Colonna
Audrey Corley
DJhenne Dalmacy
Camille Dauchez

Holly Davidge
Julie Deer
Chloe Diehl
Margeaux Donovan
Mary Dougherty
Charles Duke
Ashley Dunn
Amy Eve
Lacy Gabor
Tanya Gallagher
Brittney Gallaher
Ashley Gartman
Joseph Gary
Caitlin Gazzillo
Allison Gillard
Alianna Gilmartin
Jessica Gladstone
Wayne Glass
Theresa Goodyear
Gary Graves
Carmel Gray
Kiley Gray
Lea Griffin
Kayla Grosjean
Sean Gunnels
Rachel Haarala
Amanda Hagenbuch
Devin Hall
Samantha Harder
Kimberly Hardin
Cynthia Harmon
Jessica Haupt
Kelsey Haupt
Alexandria Hayden
Andrew Haynes
Kaila Hellard
Nicole Hirshowitz
Rebekah Johansen
Kia Johnson
Bernice Johnson
Michael Johnston
Elizabeth Jones
Lindsay Jordan
Megan Keene
Annalisa Keipert
Neil Keller
Jarrod Kennedy
Christine Kerrigan
Kasey Kessler
Paige Livermore
Craig Lockhart
Heather Madden
Arianna Maggard
Kristin Majka
Monica Malavassi
Manda Manning
Tiffany Marquette
Falethea Marquis
Kayla Mattox
Brian McConville
Melody McCormick
Damien McNeil
Victoria McPartland
Sebastian Meyer
DeAndrea Miller
Ashlee Mobley
Lynn Mohl
Jennifer Montoro
Jay Moody
Elizabeth Moore
Chonchon Moriarty
Aaron Morton
Sean Mounce
Chelsea Murray
Samantha Neckles
Corinna Nelson
Bailey Nickels
Michael Norberg
Charles Ortiz
Anton Parker
Michael Parlato
Ainza Perry
Charles Phillips II
Cynthia Plenkers
Krystal Porter
Erika Puckett
Lisa Randle
Chelsea Renfroe
Anthony Reshwan
Juan Restrepo
D'Undrea Richardson
Carly Robins
Elesebeth Rodgers
Megan Ross
Cheryl Rousell
Arika Rosier
Cierra Sapp
Victoria Sartin
Jessica Schaffer
Amita Shah
Nelson Sierra
Chelsea Simpson
Allison Smith
Georgia Smith
Stephanie Speigel
Jasmine Stephens
Tiffany Sullivan
Antonieta Tapia
Christine Thomas
Brenda Thompson
Robin Thompson
Delisa Thompson
Michael Trevathan
Keeli Tritz
Aubry Tucker
Tyla Tyus
Dawn Ward
Elizabeth Ward
Craig Weir
Justin Wescoat
Sean Williams
Kaitlin Winters
Lynette Worsley
Justean Wright
Kerri Wright
Nicole Yeakos
Heidi Yefremov
Dorian Zwierrewicz

Voyages
Keisha Brown
Russell Maffet
Jenny Hasseltine
Joshua Englund
Arianna Maggard
Derhon "Ronnie" Moffitt
Christopher Hill

John C. Pace Scholars
Gary Buffington, III
Amber Cotton
Karen Irizarry
Jennifer Thompson
Nora Trotman
Hal Crosby Award
Josh Englund

Faculty Excellence in Teaching or Advising
Tim Royappa - Chemistry
Sikha Bagui – Computer Science
Amy Mitchell-Cook - History

Distinguished University Professorship
Al Cuzán - Government
Hedi Salanki-Rubardt - Music

Distinguished Teaching Award
Sheila Murphy - Music
Richard Faessel - School of Eduction
June Wei – Management/MIS
David Baulch – Overall winner – David Baulch

Distinguished Faculty Research & Creative Activities
Johan Liebens – Environmental Studies
Matthew Crow – Criminal Justice

External Funding Award Recipient
Laura Bryan - Psychology
Sikha Bagui – Computer Science

President’s Award for Leadership in Diversity
Laura Bryan - faculty award - Psychology
Sarah Ann Nguyen – student award